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Why should we study gene expression? 



Networks of genes/GRN 

Landscape is anchored through gene regulatory network 



How can we study gene expression? 

Single cell analysis 

Bulk / aggregate analysis 

Analysis 

Analysis 

Tissue



1. Cataloging cell types present in a given tissue/ condition 

2. Identification of new  and rare cellular subtypes 

3. Identification of cellular level heterogeneity in gene expression 

4. Characterization of differentiation trajectory of various cell type in 

a system

5. Dynamics of developmental processes 

6. Identification of gene regulatory mechanism

Why single cell RNA –Seq 



Source : Diether Lambrechts Lab web page 

Cellular heterogeneity within a tumor 



1. Big data Set 

2. Shallow coverage  of sequencing per cell

3. High Technical variability across cells 

and samples

4. High Biological variability across 

cells/samples

Challenges



1. Transcriptional bursting

2. Rates of RNA processing
3. Continuous or discrete cell identities

4. Environmental stimuli
5. Temporal changes

6. Cell cycle 

Biological Variability 



1. Cell-specific capture efficiency

2. Library quality
3. Amplification bias
4. Batch effects

Technical Variability 



•Same day extraction of RNA 

•Same day Library preparation 
•Same technician performed procedures 

•Reagents from same batch 

•Same location and instrument for RNA isolation/library 

preparation in the same location?

If any of the answers is ‘No’, then you have batch effect.

Batch Effect? 



1. Do NOT confound your experiment by batch

2. Split replicates of the different sample groups across 

batches. 

3. Add more replicate in your experiments 

4. If preparing a single library at a time, alternate the sample

5. Include batch information in your experimental metadata. 

During the analysis, use this information to regress out 

variation due to batch

Best Practices 



How many cells should we capture ? 

How rare is the cells of your interest ? 

Heterogeneity of your tissue/ system ?  



•3' (or 5')-end sequencing:

• More accurate quantification through use of unique molecular identifiers 

distinguishing biological duplicates from amplification (PCR) duplicates

• Larger number of cells sequenced allows better identity of cell type 

populations

• Cheaper per cell cost

• Best results with > 10,000 cells

Full length Sequencing vs 3’ or 5’ sequencing 



• Detection of isoform-level differences in expression

• Identification of allele-specific differences in expression

• Deeper sequencing of a smaller number of cells

• Best for samples with low number of cells

Full length sequencing



Various method to capture Single cell 

Cells. 2020 May 4;9(5):1130.doi: 10.3390/cells9051130.



Manual/ conventional method  

Isolation of cells (Pipetting  or FACS)  

Lysis 

Reverse Transcription 

Amplification 

Library Preparation 

CEL-Seq , MARS-Seq , SCRB-Seq, Smart-Seq , SUPeR-Seq, MATQ-Seq 



CEL-Seq 



SMART-Seq 



Single cell approach with Split-pool 
method 



Valve based methods 

Hydro-Seq , Hi-SCL, In-drop, Drop-Seq , 10X genomics , Multi-Seq 

Rely on dedicated structure for operation such as Channels and pressure controller 

Trapping and sorting of single cell in droplet

Cell Lysis and RT within Droplet 

Off Chip-amplification

Library Preparation 



InDrop-Seq



Drop-Seq



Multichannel Microfluidics system



Nano well based methods 

Cyto-Seq , Microwell-Seq , Seq-well
Microwell-Seq 



Seq-Well 



Cite-Seq ( Proteo-genomics)





1. Gene expression analysis at single cell 

2. chromatin accessibility ( ATAC-Seq) at single cell

3. Multi-omics ( expression + ATAC-Seq) 

4. Synthetic long read sequencing 

5. Whole genome sequencing at single cell 

Chromium system from 10X genomics 



10X chromium system 



10X chromium system 



•Sample index: sample  identity the read originated from

•Cellular barcode: cell identity 

Unique molecular identifier (UMI): Read Identity 

•Sequencing read1: the Read1 sequence

•Sequencing read2: the Read2 sequence



Sequenced reads 

Count matrix 

QC filtering 

Clustering of filtered cells

Marker identification 

Trajectory analysis Differential Gene 
expression analysis 

Custom analysis 

Work-flow of Single cell data analysis 



Formatting reads and filtering noisy cellular barcodes

Demultiplexing the samples

Mapping/pseudo-mapping to transcriptome

Collapsing UMIs and quantification of reads

Generation of Count Matrix 



ü Cells that are poor quality are likely to have low genes and UMIs per cell

ü Cells have a high number of UMIs but only a few number of genes. These could be 
dying cells, but also could represent a population of a low complexity cell type (i.e
red blood cells).

ü Large amount of mitochondrial contamination from dead or dying cells 
comparatively high fraction of mitochondrial counts may be involved in respiratory 
processes

Single cell QC 
1. Cell counts

2. UMI counts per cell

3. Genes detected per cell

4. UMIs vs. genes detected

5. Mitochondrial counts ratio

6. Novelty



Normalization 

1. Sequencing coverage

2. Gene length  



Clustering through PCA



Sample1 PC1 score = (read count * influence) + ... for all genes
Image credit: https://github.com/AshwiniRS/Medium_Notebooks/blob/master/PCA/PCA_Iris_DataSet.ipynb

https://github.com/AshwiniRS/Medium_Notebooks/blob/master/PCA/PCA_Iris_DataSet.ipynb


Image credit: https://github.com/AshwiniRS/Medium_Notebooks/blob/master/PCA/PCA_Iris_DataSet.ipynb

https://github.com/AshwiniRS/Medium_Notebooks/blob/master/PCA/PCA_Iris_DataSet.ipynb


Experiment



Detection of RNA at single Molecule level 





Single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization 
(FISH) analysis of gene expression in ES cells. 

Bony De Kumar et al. Genome Res. 2015;25:1229-1243



Analysis of transcriptional dynamics Hoxa1 and Nanog using 
single-molecule RNA FISH

Bony De Kumar et al. PNAS 2017;114:23:5838-5845



Spatial Transcriptomics 



Spatial Transcriptomics 

Cellular Heterogeneity in Breast 
cancer 



Cellular Trajectory Analysis 



Gene expression Kinetics 

S(t) =mRNA Abundance 
a= Rate of production
g=Rate of degradation 

Pre-mRNA abundance 



RNA velocity 

Assumption: Rate of mRNA processing is same for all genes  



RNA- Velocity for lineage analysis



Trajectory inference or pseudotemporal ordering is a computational technique 

used in single-cell transcriptomics to determine the pattern of a dynamic 

process experienced by cells and then arrange cells based on their progression 

through the process.

Wikipedia 

Pseudo-temporal ordering



Campbell, Kieran & Yau, Christopher. (2016). Order Under Uncertainty: Robust Differential Expression Analysis 
Using Probabilistic Models for Pseudotime Inference. PLOS Computational Biology. 12. e1005212. 
10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005212



Pseudo-temporal Ordering 
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RNA- Velocity for lineage analysis


